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Workplace Experience (WX) for retail
It’s more evolution than revolution:
Retailers are moving into a third
technology transformation. First
came major improvements in
supply chain, then came customer
experience. This time the shift is
to workplace experience, an area
overlooked as a driver of sustainable
value by many retailers – until now.

The headlines say it all: Yet another retailer is closing
stores. Increased customer expectations, disruption from
online players and rising store costs have played havoc
with many retailers. Some are finding success through a
reimagined workplace experience, where a strong value
proposition enables and empowers employees to give
the most differentiated customer experience possible.
There is a legacy associated with working in the retail.
industry. Many people have work experience in retail,
but it is seen by some as more of a source of income
than as a career. Retailers often reinforce this perspective
by spending much more time and energy on customer
experience than they do on employee experience.

The majority of retailers have yet to consider or prioritize
the proper investment needed to create a workplace
environment that will attract and retain talented and
engaged employees and also equip them with the skills
and technology necessary for them to be as effective,
productive and efficient as possible.
Among other elements, retailers need to consider
modernizing the actual workplace and promoting
automation and AI to relieve employees of more
mundane, repetitive tasks. They are then free to focus
on positive and personalized customer interactions.
WX should also emphasize an employee value
proposition that focuses on empowerment and upskilling.
Retailers who acknowledge this strive to showcase
their workforce as ambassadors for the store and the
brand. They see them as a tangible way to differentiate
themselves in a competitive marketplace.

Physical retail isn’t dead.
Boring retail is.¹

1 ”Out on a limb: 14 predictions for retail in 2019”, Steve Dennis, January 17, 2019
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How to become
a leader in
workplace
transformation
Workplace Experience (WX) is
a new approach that embraces
the entire workplace to drive
sustainable value.
It combines technology, operations, culture and
employee experience in a holistic fashion focused on
cost, efficiency, productivity and growth. An end-to-end
approach like this helps sustain margins while growing or
defending revenue and enables employees to be more
productive, flexible and engaged. This means they can
give the best customer experience and receive the best
employee experience possible. WX also encompasses
cost-efficient, highly responsive, sustainable and secure
evergreen workplace platforms, applications and spaces
that empower the workforce at all customer touchpoints,
driving up sales and loyalty.
2 “Building business value with employee experience,” Kristine Dery and Ina M. Sebastian,
MIT Sloan Center of Information Systems Research (CISR), Research Briefing, Volume XVII,
Number 6, June 2017

Better employee experience equals better business benefits
Recent research2 from the MIT Sloan Center for Information Systems Research (CISR)
shows that companies with the best employee experiences see dramatic business benefits.
The top quartile performers in employee experience saw these gains:

Double the customer satisfaction
(industry adjusted Net Promoter
Score, NPS)

Twice the innovation in terms
of percentage of revenues from
new products and services

25% greater profitability
compared to competitors
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3 key drivers for WX success
The elements in Figure 1 represent the integration
of the three key workplace drivers necessary to create
and maintain sustainable value for retailers:

Figure 1

Transforming retail with WX

Modernized platforms: The foundation of WX is
modernized, evergreen platforms, applications and
spaces that are cost-efficient, highly responsive and
secure. By modernizing these, retailers not only improve
cost management and free up time and energy, they also
gain access to the latest technologies and concepts so that
they can improve the physical store environment and the
quality of interactions between employees and customers.
Reimagined culture and employee experience:
It’s increasingly difficult to hire and retain the right talent
in any industry these days, and that’s especially true in
the retail industry, where there’s a larger percentage of
temporary and part-time employees. Retailers need
employees committed to being ambassadors for
their brand, but that requires a culture and employee
experience that promotes and rewards people who are
engaged and empowered to use their skills to effectively
improve the customer experience.
Optimized operations: There are so many ways to
re-engineer the customer management process, for
example using robots or applications to answer routine
questions or using augmented reality (AR) to assist
customer decision-making. These innovations rely on
analytics and AI to get the most out of customer data and
insights. But they are also needed to get the results into
the hands of employees as quickly as possible so they can
deliver right-time, right-way, right-now customer service.
3 ”Industry Vision: Leveraging the Retail Associate as a Platform for In-Store Transformation”,
Gartner, 1 December 2017, Kelsie Marian

Reimagined
employee
experience for
a consumer
goods leader
To improve creativity, talent retention
and productivity, we helped design
and deploy a portfolio of Employee
Digital Services spanning the
entire employee lifecycle, including
onboarding, day-to-day working,
development and networking.

Retail CIOs’ digital business
transformation objectives must
include development of associates’
digital dexterity to increase their
engagement. This is necessary to
create a digital workplace in which
associates can create successful
customer experiences, leading to
long-term growth and stability.3

A fully integrated digital assistant
(supported by a network of
human experts) provides a highly
personalized, data-driven employee
experience. Additional results
include more consistent, systematic
and effective HR services delivery
and an 85% increase in employee
satisfaction.
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Who needs
to be involved
to make this
happen?

Figure 2

Who needs to be involved to drive transformation?

A successful workplace
transformation requires
cooperation and coordination
among several groups within the
retail organization (see Figure 2).
CIO/CTO: This leader steers the transition
from traditional store technologies
towards those that enable powerful
employee and customer-centric
experiences often encompassing “real
time” analytics, IoT sensors, devices,
robots and augmented reality. The role
is evolving into a business technology
advisor helping other functions test/
showcase the art of the possible and scale
solutions that deliver improved sales,
service and talent retention performance.

Chief Human Resources Officer
(CHRO): The CHRO manages the
complex transition from a low- to a
high-capability and performance
workforce. This means working on
an employee value proposition
that shows a concerted effort and
investment in hiring and retaining the
best employees and providing them
with an employee experience on a
par with or better than the customer
experience.

COO/Line-of-Business Leaders:
This could be one or several people
with line-of-business responsibilities
(store operations, marketing,
merchandising, purchasing) working
together to drive sustainable growth,
improve customer experience and
improve sales operations efficiency.
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Avanade can help retailers
redefine the retail workplace as
a creator of sustainable value
Our end-to-end approach helps sustain
margins while growing or defending
revenue and enables employees to
give the most differentiated customer
experience possible through increased
productivity, flexibility and engagement.
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Win the future with Avanade
Some retailers are proving that
in-store shopping is far from a
thing of the past and, in fact,
many customers are craving an
interpersonal, sensory approach
to shopping that online alone
cannot give them.

Where to start:

Key to making that happen is creating a store
environment that fulfills the need for a hyperpersonalized shopping experience. And to do that
requires a workplace that not only enables employees
to give the best customer experience possible but also
gives them the best employee experience possible.

•	
Reboot the retail people management culture
to improve the employee experience and give it
parity with the customer experience.

• Invest in cloud-based evergreen platforms and
services to provide scalability and release funding
for differentiating capabilities.
• E mpower employees to personalize customer
experiences by providing a unified view of each
customer across channels and formats.
• P
 rovide modern tools, including automation,
to speed responses to customers and encourage
employee involvement.

Avanade is developing a unique way to better
understand how your capabilities compare to retail
industry leaders and how your investments in
customer experience and employee experience can
lead to better strategic business outcomes.

Global cleaning
products
vendor
discovers a
27% product
sales
opportunity
To increase sales, customer data was
analyzed and corrective actions were
identified, using workplace
data and insights.
A new machine learning model, a
mobile application and optimized
client management processes to
help predict the outcome of health
department audits were created.
Employees can predict the outcome
of customer health inspections with
87% accuracy, enabling them
to deliver an improved customer
experience and discover a 27%
product sales opportunity.
See full case study here
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We can help transform your WX
Avanade can help you redefine the workplace as a creator of sustainable
value. We transform culture, technology, experiences and operations to
increase cost efficiency, productivity and growth. Our end-to-end
approach combines strategy, implementation and managed services,
augmented by industry expertise, specialist tools and IP.
Visit www.avanade.com/WX to find out more.

North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
America@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Paciﬁc
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
Europe@avanade.com

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. Our professionals
bring bold, fresh thinking combined with technology, business and industry expertise to help make a human impact on our clients, their customers and their employees.
We are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group which combines the skills of 45,000 professionals around the world, helping companies to engage
customers, empower employees, optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Avanade has offices in 24 countries, bringing clients our
best thinking through a collaborative culture that honors diversity and reflects the communities in which we operate. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded
in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com
© 2019 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
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